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Editorial

Bipolar Disorder is sudden switch in moods between large periods of euphoric state
(excess of positive emotions) and depressive state (excess of negative emotions). It can be
accurately diagnosed with MRI showing darkness in the middle of their brain, which the
doctors interpret as bipolar or addictive personality, but they don’t understand that this
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darkness means suppressed brain activity caused by dominant negative thinking [1]. Since
MRI is expensive and Psychiatric Hospitals cannot afford it, I am offering here a cheap and
accurate way to diagnose bipolar disorder with electric measurements of our aura, which
I found to be emotional. These measurements also allow distinguishing between bipolar
disorder and irregular function of the Thyroid Gland, which have the same symptoms and are
frequently misdiagnosed.

I spent almost 40 years of my life studding the aura - first photographing it. I found that
at positive emotions the aura was brighter and at negative emotions it was dimmer, which
meant that the aura was emotionally sensitive. To be able to measure these changes in precise
numbers, I had to develop very sensitive equipment because the aura’s field is 1,000 times
weaker than the electromagnetic field (EMF) created by the biocurrents of the body [1]. I found
that the aura field was nonlinear EMF (NEMF) because it had a line of alternating vortices and
anti-vortices running along the backbone, which I could measure – they are called “chakras”
in ancient Hindu sources, which means “spinning wheals” in Sanskrit.

I found that the aura’s weak NEMF plays very important role in the body – it rules and
regulates all the processes in the body not with its strength, but with the information it
carries; and being emotional this weak informational field allows all the processes in the body
to be modulated by emotions [2]. The Russian scientist Shkatov developed equipment, which
allowed him to measure the spinning of the aura. He found that at positive emotions the aura
span clockwise. In nonlinear physics, vortices spin clockwise and suck energy in, which would
explain why we feel in high Spirit when we experience positive emotions [3].
The Russian scientist Shkatov found that at negative emotions the aura span
counterclockwise. In nonlinear physics, anti-vortices spin counterclockwise and emit energy,
which would explain why we feel in low Spirit when we experience negative emotions – we
are loosing energy [3]. All this means that the aura, which is NEMF, is our emotional Spirit.
At positive emotions, we feel in high Spirit because the aura (Spirit) spins clockwise and
sucks in energy and at negative emotions we feel in low Spirit because our aura (Spirit)
spins counterclockwise and releases energy. Since our aura (Spirit) is NEMF, this means that
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there is a reservoir of NEMF energy from which our aura (Spirit)
sucks energy at positive emotions and releases energy at negative
emotions. I think that this reservoir of NEMF energy is the Space
Matrix (called ether in the past), from which everything material
was created [4].

The fact that the Space Matrix (called ether in the past) is NEMF
explains why the existence of ether was denied for so long – it is
invisible and it is too weak to be measured [4]. The turbulence of
our aura (Spirit), which is NEMF, is manifested with a vertical chain
of alternating vortices and anti-vortices, which start at the tailbone
and finish on top of the head. As said, in Hindu sources they are
called “chakras”, which mean “spinning wheals” in Sanskrit. When
I measured the energy of the alternating vortices and anti-vortices
of the NEMF of the human aura (Spirit), I found imbalance specific
for bipolar disorder.

Specific for bipolar disorder is low energy of the first (ground)
chakra at the tailbone, high energy of the second (sexual) chakra
(which is one inch under the belly button), and low energy of the
third chakra (the chakra of the Solar Plexus, which is one inch
under the rib conjunction). One very interesting finding was – the
Bipolar people with very high reading of the second (sexual) chakra
(very high sexual energy) were the sexual predators, which puts the
sexual predators in the category of people with Bipolar Disorder.
Diagnosing Bipolar Disorder through electrical measurements of
the vortices and anti-vortices of the NEMF of the aura (Spirit) is
not only much cheaper than MRI – it allows distinguishing Bipolar
Disorder from irregular function of the Thyroid Gland, which have
the same symptoms; for that reason, people with irregular function
of the Thyroid Gland are frequently misdiagnosed as Bipolar.
My measurements of the aura’s NEMF showed that while
Bipolar Disorder is manifested as low energy of the “ground
chakra” #1, high energy of the sexual chakra #2, and low energy
of the Solar Plexus chakra #3, irregular function of the Thyroid
Gland is manifested as periodic changes in the energy of the Throat
Chakra #5 (where the Thyroid Gland is) – the energy is abnormally
high during the euphoric state and abnormally low during the
depressive state. But I want to draw your attention to the fact
that while our body gets its energy from food and breathing air in
and out, our emotional Spirit (seen as aura), which is NEMF, gets
its energy from the Space Matrix NEMF - at positive emotions it
breathes in NEMF energy and at negative emotions releases NEMF
energy to the Space Matrix NEMF.

If Bipolar Disorder is observed as periodic switches between
large periods of euphoric state (with dominant positive emotions)
followed by large depressive periods (with dominant negative
emotions), this means that the normal switch positive <-> negative
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emotions of normal people is stuck for a long time on only positive
or only negative emotions. Major question here is: do we have power
over the switch, i.e. can we control the switch of our emotions? We
are here on planet Earth as emotional Spirits in material bodies to
learn to control our emotions, which come with the Spirit [5]. If so,
we should have power over the switch and we do.
Here is the proof of it – a young man was on alcohol and narcotic
drugs because of inherited from his father dominant negative
thinking. I explained to him that the root of his problem was the
dominant negative thinking inherited from his father. The only way
to get out of the pit (he was in) was to do his best to change his way
of thinking from dominantly negative to dominantly positive – he
did and became sober and drug clean [6]. It seems we are given
the power over the switch. If so, bipolar individuals (with the same
darkness in the middle of the brain as the addictive personalities)
can become normal by working toward changing their way of
thinking to be always dominantly positive.
Since our Emotional brain is in the Subconscious, we are not
consciously aware of the existence of the emotional Spirit. We are
also not consciously aware of the existence of Quantum Computer
in the Subconscious, which operates with the waves of the Spirit
[7,8]. Hypnotists discovered with surprise that their hypnotized
patients with sleeping Conscious can calculate 10,000 times faster,
which would be possible only if we have in the Subconscious more
powerful computer than our conscious computer. We just need to
unlock the treasures of our Subconscious. In the hardware of the
Quantum Computer in the Subconscious, working with the waves
of the Spirit, the Creator stores what he wants us to be: Loving,
Forgiving, and Helping others. We need to follow them to do well.

I am sure that if the people with Bipolar Disorder start living
according to what the Creator wants us to be, i.e. Loving, Forgiving,
and Helping Others, they will become normal. Proof of this is the
fact that when Jesus was curing bipolar individuals, he was always
saying: “Go and don’t sin any more.” What is “Sin”? “Sin” is not living
the way the Creator wants us to live: to Love, Forgive and Help
Others. All the people, who have been in a state of clinical death,
claim that the Creator is Light woven with Love. Since our Spirits
are templates of the hologram of the Creator (He created us in his
image) He wants us to be like Him – Loving. The teaching of Jesus
was nothing else but reminder what the Creator wants us to be:
Loving, Forgiving, and Helping Others - and this is in the hardware
of our subconscious Quantum Computer working with the waves of
our emotional Spirit.
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